Data that provides interlinked datasets on the web. One of the principles of Linked Data is interlinking resources from different data sources on the web. Data interlinking is a critical and challenging problem that every Linked Data generation applications face. Various approaches have been evolved for resolving this problem, but, for more massive datasets, it becomes almost indefinite time while linking similar or related resources. Linking RDF resources is like the problem of entity matching, record matching or duplicate resource detection. More or less they attempt to point to the same problem, but the RDF link generation is the task of finding related resources on the web. In this article, we present an approach for generating RDF links using the similarity measure between two RDF resources and by exploring associated relationships of the matched resources. The idea is to find related resources and link them with an RDF resource that is being generated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interlinking of RDF resources is the most common problem in a Linked Data generation activity [1] . It takes more time than needed and consumes more network resources when the dataset is too large. Before publishing RDF dataset based on Linked Data, it is relevant to identify related resources on the web and ingest links to those resources in the RDF dataset. In literature, this problem is sincerely attended by many researchers, and mostly they tried to find the sameness nature of the resources. However, if we recall the fourth principle of Linked Data [2] where it says, "include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things" which implies that we can ingest not only similar resources but also the related resources that can entail more information. That is why in literature we find three kinds of RDF links: relationship link, identity link, and vocabulary link. The problem of interlinking resources is also known as coreference resolution, identity uncertainty, record matching, instance identification [3] , duplicate resource detection [4] , entity co-reference [5] , and record linkage [6] . The record linkage matches two records situated at two different datasets based on specific criteria. This is primarily used to establish the relationship between multiple RDF datasets. Such type of work is found in [7] .
If we carefully look at the problem of identity matching of two resources, it reveals the idea of matching behaviors of the two resources. Like this RDF resources can have many behaviors that are described by their property-value pairs. RDF resources are instances of some classes in a domain ontology having n number of property-value pairs. From this, we derive that matching two resources require matching their domain ontologies and property-value pairs. If all these matches then we can say that two resources are identical or similar, this is also called the task of instance matching. However, for the relationship linking these requirements are not needed. Two resources can relate to each other even if they belong to different ontologies and share different behaviors. RDF is a flexible data model where resources can add new property-value pairs that belong to different vocabulary and ontology. Hence, such resources can break down the conditions of the instance-matching problem. But they can be matched using predefined rules with minimal behavioral matching. Identity and relationship linking issues are related, but they vary in similarity measure.
In this article, we present the problem of relationship linking. The source resources are matched with the target resources from the selected datasets. If the resources are matched using some property values, then they are interlinked with the target resources as well as the linked datasets of the target resources. This activity is executed in a distributed environment during the generation of RDF resources from legacy datasets. This way, the task of link generation is achieved without involving large number pairwise resource comparisons, which helps in converting a considerable volume of legacy datasets into RDF while supporting information linking. The remaining sections of the article are organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss the related works, section 3 presents the research objective, and section 4 presents the proposed approach for link generation. Section 5 shows the experimental results as well as the performance analysis, and finally, section 6 concludes the article.
II. RELATED WORKS
RDF link generation is the process of determining resources having similar identities. This problem is also known as co-reference resolution, identity uncertainty, record matching, and instance identification [4] . It has been vastly researched in the field of relational databases and XML [8, 9, 10, 11] .
In literature, there exist several efforts related to the task of link discovery. Most of them focus on finding semantic relation by exploiting the resources on the web of data. Silk [8] , is a standard link discovery framework which discovers semantically related resources located at different linked data sources. It uses linkage rules and conditions to match the resources. Each resource must fulfill the linkage rules to develop the semantic relations between them. The resources are fetched using the SPARQL protocol. Rizopoulos propose an approach for the automatic discovery of semantic relation [12] . Two resources are compared using a bidirectional path. Each pair of the resource is compared two times dealing with the bidirectional similarity degrees. In [13] , the authors provide an option for interlinking resources using the manual approach. With this approach, the entities from real-world datasets have to be entered by the user.
There are many other approaches which generally compare RDF resources with one another and finds the semantic relation by determining the similarity measure of the resources. With these approaches, it will take a considerable amount of time when the dataset is too large. Massive datasets require the scalable approach to avoid the time-consuming processing of data. Also, if we consider the link generation task during the initial stage of the Linked Data generation from the legacy data sources, then it will save time to process the huge datasets. Currently, there are minimal scalable approaches for the Linked Data generation from legacy data sources. Lim et al. [14] present a distributed method for converting data from the relational database to RDF using Hadoop and MapReduce framework. Their approach for converting legacy data to RDF is scalable, but they do not mention about the task for link generation. They use Hadoop and MapReduce framework with nine worker nodes, each node configured with Intel i5 QuadCore 3.1GHz, 4GB RAM, and 8TB HDD. The input data is stored in MySQL database from DBT2 benchmark data.
Similarly, Vahdati et al. [15] present a distributed approach for converting research metadata from HBase, CSV and XML formats to RDF. They use the MapReduce paradigm for processing a large volume of the data in parallel over multiple nodes. The evaluation step shows that they use 12 worker nodes for data conversion from HBase to RDF, which took 20 billion HBase rows as input and produced 655 billion RDF triples in 17 minutes. They have considered the task for link generation for future work.
We propose a distributed solution for generating RDF data from legacy data sources in [16] . We plan to improve the process of link generation; however, the implementation has not yet finished comparing with other scalable approaches. Our solution for link generation does not require the pairwise resource comparison with every resource of the target dataset. It first performs the pairwise resource comparison with the limited resources. If the resources are matched, then it navigates to the target resources. When it navigates to the target resource, it extracts the other linked resources which are already generated by some other link generation framework. This overall process is performed on a distributed environment using Apache Spark.
III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The prime objective of this article is to discover semantic links for the RDF resources. The task of link generation is performed on a bibliographic dataset which is converted from MARC 21 Formats into RDF. The specific objectives are:
1. To develop an algorithm that can query over the web of data for a particular resource. 2. To develop an algorithm that can calculate the similarity measure between two RDF resources. 3. To discover the semantically related resources and ingest those links into the RDF resource.
In this article, we demonstrate the link generation task using bibliographic datasets. The bibliographic resources are generated from a data conversion framework [16] , which converts MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic data into RDF format in a distributed environment. Here, we attempt to show the result of interlinking bibliographic entities with other entities stored into different datasets on the web and fulfill the requirement of Linked Data.
IV. RDF LINK GENERATION
The solution for relationship linking starts with the count of minimal behavior parameter and matching properties. Considering the source and target datasets as DS and DT respectively, for a resource r in DS, query DT for r, and if any resource is found then compare r with matched resources in DT. The similarity measure at the 
A. Target Dataset Selection
In this step, we search the target-dataset to find out the information related to the resource whose interlinking is to be done. For a given resource in a source dataset, the target dataset is queried via SPARQL query end-point. The target datasets have to be selected based on the nature of the data presented in the source dataset. For example, for a bibliographic data, the target datasets could be freebase 1 , yago 2 , DBpedia 3 etc. In each target dataset, we search for a given resource using resource's searchable properties. The matched resources are collected, and then those resources are again analyzed using similarity measure with the minimal behavioral match. The similarity measure gives the optimal result which can be determined whether a resource is related or not. R.add(RURI); 8: end for 9: return R; Algorithm 1 takes an RDF resource as input and returns the resource by interlinking with the matched resources. It requires a set of target datasets to which the interlinking has to be made. At this moment, the datasets are manually searched and configured. Algorithm 1 visits the target datasets and fetches the resource URIs. With each resource in the visited dataset, the RDF resource is downloaded and matched with the given resource using resource similarity measure. The value of the similarity measure determines the match. For this, a threshold value is defined to determine whether the similarity measure is equal to or greater than the specified threshold, then the target resource is included under linkset. Further, the matched resource is navigated to find out the linked resources. Algorithm 2 shows this process. The linked resources are also included in the linkset.
B. Comparing RDF Resources
Since an RDF resource consists of a set of RDF triples, comparing two RDF resources is not a straightforward job. An RDF triple, in turn, consists of 3-components: Subject, Predicate, and Object. We consider the comparison process at three different levels: comparison at the resource level, statement level, and object (value) level. It also requires comparing each & every triple of the resources. Matching two resources requires a similarity metric to compare pairs of resources, RDF statement and their corresponding values (objects). We describe similarity metrics built for RDF data. In the following, we define the similarity function for comparing string data, statements, and resources.
C. String Similarity Measure
For matching string data, the cosine similarity metric is used. The similarity between two texts or strings is defined as the cosine angle between vector representations of the two strings. It is computed as follows:
Where, Cos(θ) is the cosine similarity of two strings A and B. The cosine similarity metric has been used 
D. Similarity measure for RDF Statement
In general, two RDF statements are equal if their property-value pairs are similar. RDF statement measure is a measure of similarity between two RDF statements considering the similarity pairs of predicate and object. It is defined as follows.
Definition 1.
Given two RDF statements S1 and S2, a similarity function sim_stmt, and a similarity threshold th stmt , then S1 and S2 are similar if sim_stmt(S1, S2)= th stmt .
For two RDF statements S1 and S2, the RDF statement similarity measure is calculated as:
Where Eq is a function telling whether two properties are the same or not. Sim_Obj is another similarity function which determines the similarity measure between two objects with the help of string similarity function.
E. Similarity measure for RDF Resources
As discussed, two RDF resources need comparison at the object level. RDF resource similarity is calculated using Jaccard similarity measure, which measures the similarity between finite sample sets and is defined as the cardinality of the intersection of sets divided by the cardinality of the union of the sample sets.
Definition 2. Given two RDF resources R1 and R2, a similarity function sim_res, and a similarity threshold th res , then these two resources are said to be similar if sim_res(R1, R2)= th res . For this, two resources should have the same number of property-value pairs.
Given two RDF resources R1 and R2, the resource similarity measure is calculated as:
Where R1 and R2 contain finite sets of RDF statements.
V. EXPERIMENT
The experiment is performed on the bibliographic datasets that are being converted from MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic data into RDF. Java 1.8 and Apache Spark 2.2.0 have been used for converting data on Mac OS X 10.13.4 system having 16GB of RAM and Core i7 processor. First of all, we show the performance report of the proposed similarity measure. Then we provide the experimental result of link generation task which is performed using an RDF resource taken from a sample dataset 4 . This dataset is collected using the conversion framework as presented in [16] . Finally, we present the time analysis of the proposed approach by performing link generation task with larger datasets in a distributed environment.
A. Performance on Similarity Measure
The performance of the similarity measure is analyzed using the SPIMBENCH 5 training datasets. The goal of SPIMBENCH is to determine the similarity measure between two OWL instances. SPIMBENCH provides two sets of training datasets-one set contains ontology and instances (Tbox), and another set includes only instances (Abox). We have used only Abox datasets where instances are described using 22 classes, 31 DatatypeProperty, and 85 ObjectType properties. The task is to match the instances in the source dataset (Abox1) against the instances of the target dataset (Abox2). We thus tested the small set of training datasets 6 and produced a set of mappings (alignment) between the pairs of matching instances as shown in Table 1 . Here we have shown only some part of the mappings. It shows that the adjustments are not yet accurate as expected. This is because some of the property-value pairs are slightly different as our approach matches for same propertyvalue pairs using string similarity measure.
B. Querying Resources
The resources are searched using direct URI fetch on the target database. URI search is achieved by DBpedia lookup service. DBpedia look service provides DBpedia resource URIs by related keywords. However, this relation does not mean that the matched resources are semantically related all the time. It could only the label of the resource matches. That is why the resources have to be further measured using similarity values between the source resource and the target resource. The DBpedia lookup service provides two APIs: Keyword Search and Prefix Search. Here we follow keyword search which uses the given string to find the related resources. For example, the URL, as shown in Listing 1, fetches the associated resources for the string "Art for all." The result is processed and parsed to get the related resource URIs. For each matched resource URI, the RDF resource is fetched, and they are compared using the similarity measure function. The SPARQL query to fetch the resource using its URI is given in Listing 2. As shown in Listing 3, the resource's key-title is "Art for all." Hence the search string will be "Art for all." We perform related resource finding using DBpedia's URI lookup operation. Here the minimum behavior match is "keyTitle" and its value. The actual URL to call the API is shown in Listing 4. The result is processed and parsed to get the related resource URIs. Now, for each related resource URI, the actual RDF resource is fetched and listed under target resource list. For each target resource, the given resource is compared using the similarity measure function. The resultant resource with linked properties (rdfs:seeAlso) is shown in Listing 4, and the full listing is available here 7 . In the resultant linked dataset, it is to be noted that we have linked to other resources from multiple sources. Initially, we queried into DBpedia dataset and after that using DBpedia resource the three different datasets such as Yago, Freebase and Wikidata are visited and fetched the linked resources. 
C. Performance
The performance of the proposed approach is tested on the distributed environment having three distributed nodes on Mac OS X environment. For evaluation, we use Harvard Library Bibliographic Datasets from Harvard Library. Table 2 shows the input & output dataset size and the total time to convert the input dataset into RDF using the proposed distributed approach. This conversion is without link generation. It shows that the data conversion without link generation is faster as compared to a non-distributed approach as shown in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the result of comparison with the other two distributed approaches for converting legacy data to RDF. We have used up to three number of distributed nodes, but with an increased number of nodes the performance will always be improved. Notice that the average time for generating RDF triples without link generation is always faster on a distributed approach. But whenever the task of link generation is involved the performance is degraded even with the distributed approach. This is mainly because of network operations. As shown in Table 5 , the time taken to perform link generation on the above datasets using the proposed approach is more than 15 hours using three distributed nodes. Hence it is observed that the task of link generation is a time-consuming job because of network fetch operations. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we present a link generation framework for generating related links of RDF resources in a distributed environment. The proposed approach uses the idea of exploring related resources and extracting the linked resources on the web. The related resource URIs are queried using DBpedia APIs, and the corresponding RDF resources are extracted using SPARQL queries. Furthermore, we proposed an algorithm for comparing RDF resources using resource similarity measure. The proposed approach for link generation is useful when RDF resources required to be linked with related resources that belong to other data sources on the web. The proposed work needs further improvement on the performance when larger datasets are used as well as the comparative analysis with different approaches which will be the future scope of the work.
